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Act Now! An Introduction To Canada’s PIPED Act and its Affect on
Organizations and IT Departments
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Figure 2: Legislative Initiatives
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Rapid growth in technology has allowed near global access to an unrestricted
on-line community. This is exciting and empowering, but vigilance is of
paramount concern in order to protect the interests of the global community as
our businesses, our governments, and we grow in this information age. To this
end, global, public, and private sector initiatives are being undertaken to address
the need to protect the privacy of individuals by introducing legislation,
regulations, or guidelines governing the collection, use, and disclosure of
personal information. One such initiative is the passing of the Personal
Information Protection and Electronic Documents Act (PIPEDA or PIPED Act) by
the Canadian parliament.
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
The PIPED Act has received little media attention considering its scope.
Stephanie Perrin, chief privacy officer for Zero-Knowledge Systems in Montreal
notes "...the Canadian public doesn't know that the act has passed by and
large." (Conrath) This paper has been written to cast some light on this
important piece of legislation and the inherent responsibilities it imposes on
organizations and IT departments. This paper will begin with a list of some
important global initiatives that protect personal information privacy and five
commonalities they share. An introduction to Canada’s privacy legislation will
be followed by a summary of the 10 privacy protection principles introduced in
the PIPED Act. Concluding this paper will be a discussion of six milestones that
organizations and IT departments can use to mark their progression along the
path to compliance, including guidance on implementing each.
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Advances in technology, specifically database technology, have permitted
unprecedented ease in the ability to collect, correlate, and disseminate large
quantities of information in a short amount of time. The power of today’s
desktop computers exceeds that of enterprise servers from only a short time
ago. Seemingly innocuous collections of information from disparate sources
can be correlated to create a database with remarkably detailed facts about an
individual.
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As electronic commerce becomes ever more pervasive and global events call
for increased foreign and domestic security, outdated practices are being
replaced by more current legislative or de facto regulations enforcing good
information handling policies. These regulations impose responsibilities on
organizations and IT departments to create or update administrative policies and
security policies with provisions protecting personal information.
Key
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Overall,
clarity=inAF19
howFA27
an organization
uses the
personal
information
it collects
fosters a healthy, open, and trusting relationship with customers, clients, and
business partners. Customers who are confident in how an organization
handles their personal information will continue to do business with them.
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Global Initiatives Effecting Personal Privacy Protection
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A number of global initiatives are in place to address the growing need and
consumer demand for legislative or regulatory control, either in whole or part,
over the collection, retention, use, and disclosure of personal information.
Figure 1 (below), courtesy of David Banisar and Privacy International, illustrates
those countries that have legislation or are enacting legislation to protect
personal privacy:
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Figure 1: World Data Protection Map
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Figure 2 (Page 5) shows several examples of privacy legislation initiatives
including the title, country of origin, and purpose of the legislation:
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Figure 2: Legislative Initiatives
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Title
Country of Origin
Purpose
European Union Data
European Union
Protection of personal
Protection Directive of 1995
(EU) Member
information.
(EU Directive 95/46/EC)
States
Health Insurance Portability
USA
Privacy protection for
and Accountability Act of 1996
personal health
(HIPAA)
information.
Children’s Online Policy
USA
Privacy protection for
Key
fingerprint
AF19(COPPA)
FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4
A169
4E46the
Protect
Act of=1998
children
using
Internet.
UK Data Protection Act of
United Kingdom
Legislative principles
1998
behind the EU Directive
95/46/EC.
Financial Services
USA
Obligations placed on
Modernization (Gramm-Leachfinancial institutions to
Bliley) Act of 1999
protect personal
information.
Safe Harbor Framework of
Agreement
Simplify U.S.
2000
between the USA
organizational
and the European
compliance with the EU
Union (EU).
Directive.
Privacy Amendment (Private
Australia
Protection of personal
Sector) Act of 2000
information.
Personal Information
Canada
Protection of personal
Protection and Electronic
information.
Documents Act of 2000
Bill to Protect Personal Data of Japan
Protection of personal
2001
information.
Model Data Protection Code
Singapore
Protection of personal
for the Private Sector
information.
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In general, the personal information privacy goals these initiatives are designed
to achieve can be summarized as follows:
1. Consent: Organizations must obtain consent whenever personal
information is used.
2. Fair Collection: Personal information must be fairly collected and not
collected
underFA27
coercion
false
pretences.
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3. Informed and Limited Use: What the information will be used for must be
clearly stated and is limited to the purpose for which it was collected.
4. Accessibility: Individuals must be provided access to their personal
information and have means to correct, update, or remove it.
5. Security: Appropriate measures must be taken to protect personal
information as it is stored or transmitted.
© SANS InstituteWhile
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thrust of these documents is similar, the philosophy Author
on retains full rights.
implementation varies. Some believe that uniformly legislating these principles
is the best method for enforcing them. Such countries include the United
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support and establish Canada as a leader in electronic commerce initiatives.
The PIPED Act not only addresses how personal information is collected and
used, but also how transactions are electronically stored. It responds to global
initiatives like that of the European Union, which directly influence the flow of
information between European and other countries. On 14 January 2002 the EU
officially recognized the PIPED Act. The honourable Pierre Pettigrew, Minister
of International Trade, stated, "Canada is the first non-European country to be
recognized as providing legislated privacy protection that meets the rigorous
standards of the EU Directive." (Théberge)
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In his guide entitled “Your Privacy Responsibilities”, the Privacy Commissioner
of Canada states, “the Act reflects the process of its creation, the hammering
out of
a consensus
between
business
professionals,
consumer
advocates,
and
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public policy experts.” (Your Privacy Responsibilities) The PIPED Act is a
unique and pioneering body of legislation in that it has been drafted based on
national standards derived from the Canadian Standards Association (CSA)
Model Code for the Protection of Personal Information (CAN/CSA-Q830-96)
created in 1996. Canada has the distinction of being the first country to
establish a national standard to protect personal information privacy.
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The PIPED Act sets out the following important definitions:
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“Commercial activity” means any particular transaction, act or conduct or
any regular course of conduct that is of a commercial character, including
the selling, bartering or leasing of donor, membership or other fundraising
lists.
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“Federal work, undertaking or business” means any work, undertaking or
business that is within the legislative authority of Parliament.
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“Organization” includes an association, a partnership, a person and a
trade union.
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“Personal information” means information about an identifiable individual,
but does not include the name, title or business address or telephone
number of an employee of an organization. (PIPED Act. Section 2)
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Cases that come before the Privacy Commissioner are handled based on the
specific circumstances surrounding that case. For this reason the definition of
personal information is intentionally broad and leaves room for interpretation. A
more detailed definition is not required since most compliance issues will be
resolved internally or through mediation rather than through judicial means.
Some examples of personal information include name; age; social insurance
number;
driver’s
license
and
health
card
numbers;
credit,
loan,
and4E46
bank
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06E4
A169
records; medical information; social status; and criminal records.
The PIPED Act applies to organizations in the following three phases.
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As of 1 January 2001 the PIPED Act applied to federally-regulated
organizations including banks, telephone companies, shipping and air carriers;
information about the employees of these organizations; and the transmission of
personal information across provincial and national borders.
As of 1 January 2002 the PIPED Act additionally applied to personal health
information used by these organizations. Personal health information includes
information such as mental and physical health.
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On 1 January 2004 the PIPED Act will apply to personal information use by all
organizations in Canada unless the organization operates within a province that
has similar legislation.
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
Part 1 of the PIPED Act, which is most relevant to this paper, sets out the rights
of individuals to have their personal information protected. It also recognizes the
need for businesses to collect, use, or disclose personal information during the
course of day-to-day business. It outlines 10 standardized fair information
practice principles derived from the CSA Model code (included as a schedule
located at the end of the PIPED Act) that organizations must follow whenever
personal information is used. These fair information practices are summarized
in the next section.
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The 10 Privacy Protection Principles
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1. Accountability: Organizations must appoint a person responsible for
compliance with the PIPED Act; publish documents and train staff on the
practices developed to protect personal information; deal with queries
and complaints; and ensure any third parties use comparable levels of
protection when processing personal information.
2. Identifying Purpose: Organizations must identify the purpose of collection
before the information is collected and must have permission to use the
information if that purpose changes.
3. Consent: Organizations must have permission to collect, use, and
disclose personal information and cannot coerce, deceive, or offer
services conditional on consent. Consent may be withdrawn.
4. Limit Collection: Organizations must only collect the necessary
information to fulfill the purpose outlined in principle two.
5. Limit Use, Disclosure, and Retention: Organizations must use and
disclose personal information only with consent and for the original
purpose it was collected. Personal information should be kept only as
long as necessary to fulfill the purpose.
6. Accuracy: Personal information must be accurate, complete, and up-todate.
Key7.fingerprint
= AF19Organizations
FA27 2F94 998D
FDB5
DE3D
06E4 A169 and
4E46integrity
Safeguards:
must
ensure
theF8B5
confidentiality
of personal information whether it is stored on paper or electronically.
8. Openness: Organizations must be open about their processes
concerning personal information. It must be clear who is accountable for
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the organization’s compliance, how individuals may access their personal
information, and what types of information the organization collects. A
copy of literature that explains these practices, and what information may
be shared by the organization must be available.
9. Individual Access: Individuals must have access to their personal
information and details on how it has been used. This is to be done in a
reasonable timeframe and if possible, without cost.
10.Challenge Compliance: The organization must provide a forum for
addressing challenges to its compliance, must investigate and document
all complaints, and if necessary, must update its practices.
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The remaining sections of Part 1 of the PIPED Act detail specifics surrounding
these
principles
and include
additional
definitions;
limits06E4
to the
collection,
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4E46 use,
and disclosure of personal information based on reasonable expectation;
methods of challenge resolution; a list of offences; and protection for
whistleblowers who notify the Privacy Commissioner of violations.
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It is clear that the 10 fair information practice principles embodied in the PIPED
Act impose significant responsibilities on organizations and their IT
departments. Section 5 of the PIPED Act clearly states that organizations must
comply with these 10 principles. The Privacy Commissioner of Canada has
published a document (entitled, “Your Privacy Responsibilities: A Guide for
Businesses and Organizations to Canada’s Personal Information Protection and
Electronic Documents Act”.) that provides complete and detailed information for
organizations seeking compliance. The remainder of this paper will serve as a
companion to this document and will elaborate on specific issues. Prior reading
of “Your Privacy Responsibilities” is not required.
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Regulations on all commercial organizations come into effect on 1 January
2004, which gives organizations approximately 15 months to become complaint.
There is much to be done in this timeframe, especially for organizations that are
thus far unfamiliar with the requirements, or even existence, of the PIPED Act.
Organizations must begin implementing or upgrading their existing policies
immediately.
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Listed below are six milestones that organizations and their IT departments can
use to mark their progression while implementing the 10 principles of privacy
protection. Guidance on what types of information need to be included in the
policies that address each principle is also included.
Milestone
1: Designate
a privacy
officer
Key
fingerprint
= AF19 FA27
2F94 998D
FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
Organizations must designate an individual or individuals who are familiar with
the PIPED Act to be responsible for the organization’s compliance. This person
should also be familiar with the organization’s current information handling
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practices. Selecting a backup individual will ensure that there is always a
qualified person available to address the needs and concerns of customers,
even if the primary person is unavailable.
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An adequate budget must be allocated to training an organization’s privacy
officer, senior management and staff. A general familiarity with the personal
information practices and proper request handling practices of the organization
is essential and will help ease the burden on those directly responsible. It is
good business practice to keep members of the organization informed about
issues of security and personal information handling; make this part of the
organization’s layered defence (defence-in-depth) strategy.
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Milestone 2: Create a privacy statement

The organization’s philosophy on personal information. This should
indicate that the organization values and protects personal information
provided by customers.
Encouragement for questions and comments on the organization’s
practices. Feed this information back into policies during revision.
Adequate contact information for the organization’s privacy officer.
Clarity and simplicity. It is critical to ensure that privacy statements and
supporting policies are in plain language, are easy to understand, and are
specific to the purpose for which the information is required. Avoid overly
broad statements of purpose, complicated or technical language, and
details. For example, stating that the organization uses a Cisco PIX
firewall, Tripwire intrusion detection, and DESX encryption to protect files
is unnecessary and overly technical. This would also provide valuable
information and do much of the reconnaissance work for those who
would use this information against the organization. The organization’s
guarantee of protection is only meaningful if it is understood. Simply
state the organization’s commitment to protecting personal information.
The privacy officer may provide more information if an individual seeks
greater detail.
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The next issue to tackle is creating the organization’s privacy statement. If it
already exists, the statement should be checked against the 10 privacy
protection principles. Does it clearly identify who the person responsible for
privacy issues is? Does it address issues concerning who, what, when, why,
and how personal information is collected, used, and disclosed? Additionally,
organizations should incorporate the following in their privacy statement:

Place the privacy statement in a clearly marked area on the organization’s
Key
fingerprint
= AF19
FA27 2F94
998D FDB5
DE3D
F8B5
06E4
A169
4E46
Website
(Internet,
Intranet,
and Extranet
if they
exist)
and
in any
publications
(newsletters, brochures, etc.) that are released–whether internal or external. If
such a statement did not already exist, consider drawing special attention to it
once it has been created. This is now part of the corporate image and will instil
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trust and confidence in clients and business partners.
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Milestone 3: Audit current information handling polices, procedures, and stores
If these policies exist, dust them off and review them to make sure they are
consistent with the privacy statement set out in Milestone 2. It is essential that
the organization’s outward policy be reflected internally.
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Is there a form that is filled out when starting up a new file?
What information is collected and is the purpose for collection clearly
stated?
Where and how is this information stored?
Is everyone in the organization permitted access?
How is access restricted?
Is the organization protected by an alarm system and alarm monitoring or
security company?
Does the organization have a file room or filing cabinets where client
information is stored?
Is there a lock on the file room or cabinet door?
Do workstations and servers use passwords or file systems that support
access control lists (ACL’s)?
Does the organization have a firewall or an intrusion detection system
(IDS)?
Does the organization use encryption to store and transmit information?
Does the organization share information with third parties and is the use
of this information regulated? If so, how is it regulated?
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Even if the organization is without written policies and procedures regarding the
handling of personal information, current practices will provide a wealth of
information with which to get started.
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
Review steps taken when a new client is set up or when client information is
requested or retained. Consider the following questions:
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Evaluate current information handling practices and take note of any
shortcomings or additional practices that will be required for compliance.
Armed with this data the organization can begin writing specific policies and
procedures.
It is unnecessary to re-collect any information the organization already has.
However, organizations are obligated to obtain consent in order to continue to
Key
= AF19
2F94 998D
DE3D
F8B5 06E4must
A169ensure
4E46 it only
use fingerprint
and disclose
this FA27
information.
As FDB5
well, the
organization
retains information necessary to achieve the purpose for which it was originally
collected. Perform an audit of personal information stores checking for
information that does not conform to this purpose; make provisions for the safe
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removal of extraneous personal information. This audit process should be
performed regularly to ensure that the organization remains compliant. If the
purpose for collection changes, another audit will be necessary.
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Milestone 4: Create specific policies and procedures to be followed in the
handling of personal information
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In the course of writing policies and procedures to incorporate the 10 principles,
develop tools such as standardized templates and internal checklists that clearly
indicate organizational practices and the responsibilities of individuals who are
collecting, using, amending, de-personalizing, disclosing, sharing, or removing
personal information. Create such templates for the fulfillment, tracking, and
denial
of requests
for FA27
personal
to track
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complaints. Include specific guidelines for how the organization will handle a
privacy breach incident.
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For example, the organization could create an application form for information
commonly collected from clients, customers, and business partners. This form
should clearly state the information required by all 10 principles. Checkboxes
can be used to provide clients with the ability to opt-in or opt-out of specific uses
for their information. As well, include a list of common reasons the organization
has for collecting information. Staff will quickly be able to check off the
appropriate reason and the client is clearly made aware of why the information
is being collected. Provide space for signatures so that the individual whose
personal information is in question can show expressed consent. Expressed
consent protects all parties involved.
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Save and store these documents in a specific place to be used when needed.
These records will also provide proof of the organization’s processes and an
audit trail if the organization’s practices are ever audited or under review. Use of
these tools will help streamline processes and reduce the additional overhead
placed on day-to-day operations.
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In addition to following the organization’s guidelines for writing policy
documents, include the intended purpose of the policy, any existing policies that
are subordinate or cancelled by the new policy, the reason for its introduction,
what it covers, who has responsibilities under it, the actions that need to be
taken in order to comply with the policy, and when these actions need to be
taken.
The following is an example of an information collection policy. It is modelled
after policies developed by the SANS Security Policy Program and incorporates
the policy features defined in the SANS GSEC courseware:
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
Information Collection Policy
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1.0 Purpose
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The Information Collection Policy is intended to help employees determine what
information should be collected/given from/to individuals during the course of
services provided by <Company Name>.
2.0 Related Documents
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Information collected under this policy should be used in conjunction with the
following policies:

3.0 Cancellation
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This policy does not cancel any existing policies.
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Information Labelling/Handling Policy
Information
Use
and Disclosure
PolicyFDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
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This policy applies to any information collected by any member of <Company
Name> whether in verbal, written, or electronic form. Information may be
collected from individuals, clients, and third party organizations that have
entrusted <Company Name> with information under a non-disclosure
agreement, service level agreement, or any other agreement pertaining to the
information.
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<Company Name> Public
<Company Name> Personal
<Company Name> Third Party Public
<Company Name> Third Party Personal
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Information collected by <Company Name> can be classified as either public or
personal information and shall be designated as:
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Public information is information that has entered into the public realm by any
means. Public information can be found in telephone directories, newspapers,
periodicals, news media, census and electoral data, and other media and
government registries.
Personal information is any information about an individual that does not include
the name;
telephone
title,
business
address,
telephone
number of an
Key
fingerprint
= AF19 number;
FA27 2F94
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employee of an organization; or information that is considered to be public.
Personnel who are uncertain of how to properly designate a piece of information
should consult the <Company Name> Privacy Officer for clarification. If there is
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any question as to the designation of information collected, the information will
be treated as personal.
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5.0 Policy
The following guidelines must be used in either the collection or the creation of
a template for collection of:
5.1. Public Information (including information from third parties)
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There are no specific guidelines for the collection of public information
unless stipulated in a contractual, service-level, non-disclosure, or other
such agreement.
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5.2. Personal Information (including information from third parties)
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5.2.1. The specific purpose for the collection must be clearly stated and
documented.
5.2.2. Overly broad purposes are not permitted.
5.2.3. The purpose must be limited to what a reasonable person would
expect under the circumstances.
5.2.4. The individual from whom the information is collected must be
informed of the purpose. Where information is collected from a
third party, the individual to whom the information applies must be
informed of the purpose.
5.2.5. Obtain and document consent for use of the information.
5.2.6. Consult the <Company Name> Privacy Officer for guidance in
areas that are unclear.
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<Company Name> has created the following templates to be used for collecting
information:
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Public Information Collection Form
Personal Information Collection Form
Third Party Public Information Collection Form
Third Party Personal Information Collection Form
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These guidelines and templates provide the necessary components for PIPEDA
compliant collection of information. Where a new template is being created, the
<Company Name> Privacy Officer must approve the template before it is used.
6.0 Responsibility
Key6.1.
fingerprint
= AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
Enforcement
An employee found to have violated this policy may be subject to
disciplinary action.
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6.2. Review
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The <Company Name> Privacy Officer must review any changes to this
policy prior to introduction. The <Company Name> Privacy Officer must also
review this policy and ensure that it is up-to-date as purposes and
circumstances for collection change, or as necessary.
7.0 Revision History
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Friday, September 27, 2002 – Policy created.
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Milestone
5: Implement
specific
safeguards
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Organizational Security Measures
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Up until this point, procedural policy has been discussed. It is now time to write
and implement security policies that specifically address the need to protect the
confidentiality, integrity, and availability of personal information that the
organization stores. There are three security areas that must be addressed and
they are categorized in the PIPED Act under Section 5 Paragraph 4.7.3(a)-(c) as
organizational, physical, and technological security measures. Management
and IT personnel must work closely to ensure successful implementation of
these three areas.
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To address organizational security needs, consider using security clearances to
limit access to sensitive personal information on a need-to-know basis. Use
controls that are congruent to the sensitivity of the information that is stored to
aid in the reduction of costs and overhead. For example, it is unnecessary to
protect less sensitive personal information such as voter information, which in
Canada includes names and addresses, by storing it in a biometrically access
controlled room. However, this might be appropriate for more sensitive
information such as physical and mental health information, financial
information, or criminal records.
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In addition, keep staff informed and aware of current security issues as well as
the information protection policies and practices of the organization. This is
essential for good organizational security and must be included in the
organization’s policies. A recent survey of IT managers and professionals found
the following:
33 percent believe that employees in their organization often bypass their
security system (i.e. leaving computers on, writing down passwords, etc.)
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Survey
Attempting to keep the balance between security and usability has always been
an issue for IT departments and staff. The most effective way to address this is
through effective user education. Use the following user education methods:
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Hold frequent meetings with staff and discuss the importance of
maintaining the confidentiality and integrity of the personal information
the organization uses.
• Make management and staff aware of the risks and potential impact to
the organization’s reputation and the financial losses that could result
from a breach of policy.
• Ensure employees are clear on policies and practices that are in place,
any tools that have been created (templates, checklists, etc.) to aid in the
administration of policies, and when to use such tools.
• Review and discuss the nature of inquiries or complaints made by clients;
update policies and practices if a complaint reveals any shortcomings.
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Physical Security Measures
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Ensuring portable devices are always attended or locked up using
security cables, pads, or enclosures.
Storing information in locked rooms, cabinets, and offices that are
monitored by alarm systems and monitoring companies.
Storing information in a fireproof safe or room.
Having restricted access control measures in place such as swipe cards,
proximity keys, and biometric security.
Storing extremely sensitive information in electronically shielded rooms.
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Ensure that any implement used to store personal information, whether it is a
computer system, storage cabinet, file folder, handheld device, cellular phone,
etc., is protected with adequate physical security measures. Maintaining good
physical security includes the following:
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These measures notwithstanding, physical security is most commonly
compromised as a result of simple oversight. Unfortunately, it is common for
doors and cabinets to be left open or unlocked, and for the alarm to not be set
when the last employee leaves. Extra care must be taken to ensure that this
does not occur. To help minimize such incidences, it may be necessary to
include disciplinary provisions in employment agreements and security policies.
Technological Security Measures
Finally, address the technological security measures that the organization will
use to protect personal information. Keep in mind the following points:
Key fingerprint = AF19 FA27 2F94 998D FDB5 DE3D F8B5 06E4 A169 4E46
• Use appropriate security depending on the sensitivity of the information
the organization holds.
• Use the principle of least privilege to restrict access to only those
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individuals that require the information and permit only the necessary
access rights.
• Use the defence-in-depth approach by layering security measures in
order to create a more secure environment for the storage of personal
information.
• Supplement physical security with such technology as fingerprint, voice,
facial, or retina recognition systems (biometric access controls).
• Protect the organization from outside attacks by using firewalls on the
network perimeter. Firewalls placed on the internal network at the entry
point to personal information stores will provide an additional layer of
protection.
• Use network and host based intrusion detection systems to monitor
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• Organizations with a smaller budget can still reap the benefits of firewall
and IDS systems using low cost or free utilities available on the Internet.
Such utilities include personal firewall products like Zone Alarm, Tiny
Personal Firewall, Sygate Personal Firewall, the TIS firewall toolkit
(FWTK), the IPFirewall code built into the Linux kernel, as well as Black
Ice Defender, and Deerfield Personal Firewall, which also have intrusion
detection capabilities. Psionic Technologies offers a gamut of protection
utilities that monitor for authentication anomalies, port scans, and
security log violations. The SNORT intrusion detection system is an open
source IDS utility for both the Unix and Windows environments. It is
freely available and can also be used for packet sniffing and logging.
Built-in operating system utilities such as NETSTAT can be used to check
for holes (open ports) on systems that may permit unwanted access. In
conjunction with NETSTAT, the VISION utility for Windows platforms (part
of Foundstone’s free forensic tools) and the LSOF utility for Linux
platforms can be used to map system processes to any open ports that
may be found. These tools are also beneficial in baselining and auditing
an organization’s systems.
• Use strong passwords, smart cards, biometrics, or one-time passwords
to limit entry to networks internally and from the outside (through dial-in or
VPN access).
• Use groups, file system access control lists (ACL’s), and standards
based encryption to secure files stored on systems and to limit access to
only those individuals that require it. Do not use proprietary encryption
schemes as they often prove to be insecure. Use only standards based
encryption like DES, RSA, AES, or ECC.
• Use VPN’s for employees and business partners that require remote
connection to the corporate network and ensure comparable measures
are in place on their systems as well.
Write the
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agreements, and non-disclosure agreements.
Most importantly, baseline networks, systems, and devices to gather in-depth
information about the type of traffic that flows through the organization. Find
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trends such as listening ports, user access times, and running services.
Perform regular audits and compare the results against the baseline information
to reveal any irregularities that might indicate system compromise. Investigate
any anomalies thoroughly and follow the organization’s incident handling
policies if an incident is discovered (if these policies exist).
Milestone 6: Make compliance known
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Since the organization has made the necessary investment in becoming
compliant with the PIPED Act, it is now time to make this information known to
the public. Send a newsletter and have employees speak with clients during
meetings,
verbal,
or written
correspondence
to seeF8B5
if clients
aware
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new regulations and their rights under them. If they are not, provide them with
the literature that has been created. In any case, be proactive. As part of the
openness principle, it is the organization’s responsibility to inform customers of
their rights and the organization’s responsibilities.
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Technology is an enabler and cannot be realistically faulted for invasions of
privacy. It is people and their use of technology that perpetrate such abuses.
Fortunately, technology, when properly leveraged and backed by legislative and
regulatory principles, can be used to help mitigate the risks. The business
community must see compliance as an opportunity rather than an imposition.
Negative publicity resulting from a misuse of personal information can have an
incalculable affect on an organization’s reputation and bottom line.
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The third and final phase of the PIPED Act’s implementation is quickly
approaching. Organizations must not wait until the last minute to begin the
process of creating, amending, and implementing their policies to include the
principles of consent, fair collection, limited use, accessibility, and security. The
introduction of the PIPED Act imposes these privacy protection responsibilities
on organizations and IT departments. However, the impact on organizations
that practice common sense when handling personal information will find the
transition to be a natural evolution of existing practices and is, in any event,
motivation to put such practices into place. Doing so is more than just a matter
of compliance; it is a matter of good business.
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